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Trainings
self-branding, presentation techniques

sales

.

Conversations
workshops

Interactive events

.

Speakers
management and preparation

concepts for content

Social and corporate

Clubs
management



Conversations
workshops

interactive events

INTERACTIVE EVENTS

Organising and managing conversations and workshops at events - helping the 
deeper process of the actual topic by focusing on the two sided nature of 
communications, enabling powerful networking. 

Our conversation facilitators (conversationalists) have acquired their experience 
by participating in the TEDxConversations program.



Clubs
building and managing

The Club format refers to a social, professional or corporate series of events which deal with freely selectable topics, using expert speakers’ 
talks and professionally managed conversations. It is highly valuable in the fields of network building and increasing organizational loyalty.

SOCIAL CLUB

Its goal is to build and maintain a 
community / network in any area of 

life. It provides for the deeper 
understanding of professional or 

social themes – at the same time the 
discussions and dialogues during the 

conversations serve the better 
understanding of the participants.

CORPORATE CLUB

Its goal is to develop and deepen 
relationships in the organization, while 
building loyalty towards the company. 
An excellent platform for professional 
topics, thought provoking discussions, 
idea inflow, dialogues, professional 
novelties and activities. 



SELF BRANDING

Like it or not – people will form their opinion 
about us. Our style and appearance is just as 
important as the traces we leave behind regarding 
our professional background. Or are we even 
visible? Learn how to take control of these factors!

PRESENTATION

To present (ourselves) is not a trivial task. How to 
prepare, rehearse and deliver when it’s really 
important? Content, visual and speaker training 
based on working with hundreds of speakers in the 
last ten years in the framework of TED.

COMMUNITY AND NETWORK BUILDINGSALES

Sales without nervous cramps, in an enjoyable way. 
Building a client group, sales techniques, win-win 
situations and coaching in sales. Network building, 
product and target group definition, starting an 
enterprise … based on 15 years’ of experience. 

Training
self-branding, presentation, sales, community-building

Easy to use techniques, best practices for building 
and maintaining new connections – in the 
corporate life as well as in our private lives. We 
cover all aspects in the personal and the online / 
virtual realm as well.



SPEAKER RESEARCH

We deliver speakers for all events in all topics. 
Finding local and international, original, top level
thinkers, managing all contentual and technical
details, negotiating scheduling, fees, travel, 
accomodation.

SPEAKER PREPARATION

We prepare our speakers based on TED principles. 
Our practice and expertise roots in the management 
of the last ten years’ such events: TEDxDanubia, 
TEDxMETU, TEDxDunapart – having worked with 
most of the speakers, preparing them for their talks.

EVENT CONTENT CREATION

We deliver a full-scale event content concept, 
working through the different aspects and 
viewpoints of the main topic / theme of the 
planned event. 

EVENT PROGRAM DESIGN

Creating the ”user experience” journey for the event 
participants, directing attention focus flow, extra and 
side events’ planning and execution design.

Speakers
recommendation and preparation



About us
Krisztina Sághy

Imre Végvári

KRISZTINA SÁGHY

PORT.hu editor in chief, mathematics 
teacher, PORT/LIBRI sales lead, 

Art2B agency leader, trainer, coach, 
networking artist

TEDxConversation program lead, 
Builds / manages clubs for 10 years

IMRE VÉGVÁRI

Online communications expert, FILTER.hu
founder and sales-marketing lead,  NET-
WORKS and SMART-MOBIL training lead

TEDxDanubia, TEDxMETU curator, 
TEDxConversation program founder
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